
GPO Solutions

Household Goods Moving 
Services
SIRVA and E&I’s relationship brings volume buying power to each  
individual member, regardless of size or household goods volume.  
(CNR01504)

The household goods moving services program offers employees a customizable tiered relocation solution of 
moving-related services, while ensuring all employees receive a cost-effective, efficient and world-class moving 
experience provided by national and international industry leaders, Allied© and northAmerican©. 
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• Customizable programs: Our moving solutions allow you to select a cost-effective and level-appropriate 
program that best fits your needs. 

• Proven performance reliability: Guaranteed load and delivery spread dates ensure that relocating employees 
can be confident that their move will take place within the established timeframe. 

• Experienced, professional crews: Our award-winning drivers and crews go through a rigorous training 
program. 

• The best national and international networks: Allied and northAmerican are two of the most recognized 
moving companies in the world, with a history of excellent service and attention to detail. We go wherever you 
go. 

• Strong service level agreements: We deliver what we promise. All claims receive expedited handling, with 
penalties for any claims not settled within 30 days. And our performance guarantee ensures prompt delivery 
of all shipments, with reimbursement of up to $125 per day for reasonable costs incurred should delivery occur 
outside of the delivery spread dates. 

• Single point of contact: All relocating employees receive SIRVA Move Management, our unique mobility 
solution that provides one centralized point of control throughout the move.

• Personalized services around the globe: Extensive pre-move planning, a dedicated management team and 
move coordinators, and shipment tracking and reporting ensures consistent, reliable service for employers 
and convenient, personalized service for employees. With operations in over 155 countries we can quickly, 
efficiently and professionally facilitate the relocation of your employees anywhere in the world. 

Program Features

To learn more, email us at eandimoving@sirva.com


